
UMPIRE MENTORSHIP PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Game Understanding                    1_____________________________2_________________________3_____________________________4___________________________5__________________ 

   Poor understanding of Inconsistent perception in Shows a general understanding Shows good understanding  Shows real understanding of player 

   Game and concepts understanding of game  and feel for the game of game concepts                  intentions effectively throughout match 

 

Player Management                      1_____________________________2__________________________3___________________________4_________________________      5__________________ 

          Overbearing, confrontational  Inconsistent or confusing Mostly understandable and  Acceptable  management but             Effective and understandable 

        or no management concept Management  acceptable management  falters under pressure             management throughout match 

 

General Rule Application             1 _____________________________2__________________________3___________________________4_________________________    5_________________ 

   Inaccurate understanding Inconsistent rule  Proper application of rules  Mostly correct and    Excellent application of  

   of rule application  application  except under pressure  understandable application  rules 

 

Decision Making                            1_____________________________ 2__________________________3___________________________4______________________          5___________________ 

   Difficulty making  Mostly indecisive   Indecisive or incorrect at   Mostly correct and    Calm, decisive and  

   correct decisions  throughout match  times throughout the match  understandable decisions  correct throughout match 

 

Positioning                                     1_____________________________2__________________________3____________________________4__________________________5____________________ 

   Does not or can’t create Ball watches and does not Ball watches and lets play get  Mostly good sight line  Maintains excellent sight  

   good sight lines  move with the pace of game by at high speed   some inconsistency   lines throughout the match 

 

Concentration                               1 _____________________________2__________________________3____________________________4_______________________      5____________________ 

   Gets easily flustered or Varying level of focus Loses concentration at key  Mostly keeps focused  Stays focused 

   distracted  throughout match  moments of match   throughout match   throughout entire match 

 

Fitness                                           1____________________________2__________________________3_____________________________4_________________________5____________________ 

                 Endurance or mobility Struggles to keep up Loses mobility as match  Mostly keeps up with the  Maintains good position 

   compromises performances   early in the match  progresses   speed of the match   due to fitness 

 

Presence                                       1___________________________   2__________________________3_____________________________4_________________________5_____________________ 

   Looks nervous  Presence varies with  Occasionally flustered  Mostly stays calm   Has steady controlled 

   unsettled or bored  tempo of match  whilst under pressure  under pressure   presence entire match 

 

Consistency                                  1____________________________2___________________________3____________________________4__________________________5_____________________ 

   Irregular decisions  Regularly calls  Consistent decisions  Mostly consistent   Consistent interpretation 

   Leading to confusion situations differently except under pressure  throughout match   throughout match 

 

Co Umpire Communication      1____________________________2__________________________3______________________________4__________ ______________5_____________________ 

   Compromises situations Rarely attempts to   Looks to communicate  Communicates somewhat  Communicates effectively 

   By not communicating communicate  when not under pressure  effectively under pressure  even under high pressure 

 

OVERALL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SCORE:________ 

 (Total of scores divided by 10) 



                                                                         UMPIRE MENTORSHIP PERFORMANCE EVALUATION                                                              

 

UMPIRE: _____________________________________  DATE:  _______________________________________________ 

EVENT: ______________________________________  LEVEL OF PLAY:  ______________________________________ 

OVERALL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SCORE:_____________ 
     (Total of scores divided by 10) 

 

COMMENTS: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ASSESSOR:____________________________________________ ASSESSOR SIGNATURE: __________________________________________________ 


